How often do You think about the threat of Nuclear War....

The Bulletin of Atomic Scientists have set their Doomsday Clock to 100 seconds before midnight, the closest we have ever come to Nuclear Annihilation. A nuclear war would end all hope of solving the issues behind climate change, of ending war and terrorism around the world, of electing a President who stands for the welfare of the people. Everything, all gone.

Both Barak Obama and Donald Trump have begun new programs to modernize and expand the U.S. Nuclear arsenal. These plans are unfolding as we speak. Under Vladimir Putin, Russia has also invested in modernization and restoration of the nuclear weapons arsenal.

According to the Plowshares Fund, 9 countries have 13,355 Nuclear Weapons, with the US and Russia holding 92% The US has withdrawn from nuclear treaties curtailing new development, short range and smaller Nukes. We are toe to toe with Russia right now in Syria and Ukraine. Nuclear armed India and Pakistan are once again rattling sabers over Kashmir.

Join Dr. Ira Helfand Sunday March 29 at 2:00 PM at Emmanuel Baptist Church 815 Park Avenue (on the Corner Brunswick Rd)

in a discussion about what it looks like to be a blink away from total annihilation . . . . . . . and what we can do about it.

Dr. Helfand, MD is a member of the International Steering Group, ICAN, the recipient of the 2017 Nobel Peace Prize, Co-President, International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War - the recipient of the 1985 Nobel Peace Prize, and Co-Founder and Past President of Physicians for Social Responsibility

This event is sponsored by Metro Justice, Peace Action and Education, Rochester Veterans for Peace.